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Potential Advantages for LAPS

- Single grant—streamlined finances and administration
- Use of NCI CIRB
- Enhanced case reimbursement
- Provided internal mandate to assemble a steering committee led by UPCI AD for Clinical Investigation to oversee NCTN accruals and allocate resources—better integration
Potential Disadvantages for LAPS

- Shifting focus and loyalty from legacy to new cooperative groups
- Maintaining engagement of LAPS leaders with scientific leadership of new cooperative groups
- Encouraging NCTN involvement for young investigators given lack of opportunity to “lead”
- Financial penalty for “overaccrual”
What We Must Consider…..

- Impact of a more centrally directed NCTN in the field
- How a goal of smaller biologically based trials will be implemented in the community
- Interactions between and roles of the component parts to advance the clinical trials agenda—cooperative groups, LAPS, NCORPs, ET-CTN, SPOREs, CCSGs, etc